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2019 was a year of change for Beyond Green with our first employee and then co-director, Lisa Bertrand,
heading back to France after 5 years with the company. We were delighted to welcome another Lisa to the
team, who graduated from the modern apprenticeship scheme to become a permanent member taking on
BG communications. We also took on Hana, a recent masters graduate who moved from being an intern to
being a consultant throughout her year with us.
 
Continuing on the people front, we embarked on the design of a career development programme to support
our team's ambitions, ensure a fair and inclusive advancement process, and to implement our company’s
share option scheme. For a small team, this is an ambitious project, and an important one to support the
team to flourish. For me, it is inspiring to witness how everyone has grown this year and I’m proud of their
achievements and the recognition of their work by our clients.
 
Another area of change was the scope of our work. Our expertise and delivery of highly valued work
continued to expand throughout 2019 with us winning two large clients whom we are assisting with their
ESOS compliance. Our impact on helping SMEs improve resource efficiency goes from strength to strength;
we supported 140 clients with £1.25 million identified cost savings and 2500tCO2e carbon reduction, with a
particularly pronounced impact on the construction sector. Working with our consortium partner Ricardo,
we delivered a major Circular Economy project for Melville Housing Association to reuse carpet tiles.
 
Central to all our projects are three goals: to improve profitability, to reduce environmental impact, and to
build our clients' reputation. Therefore, I am delighted that a number of our clients gained recognition at the
VIBES awards, and that our support has been helpful in this process.

Founding Director Foreword



Looking ahead

Business leaders and advisors see Climate Emergency as a business emergency by fundamentally
rethinking how businesses operate in a net zero world, while adapting to climate change. Those that
fail to respond will not exist because of financial losses from not meeting expectations of customers,
investors, regulators and employees.   The coronavirus is a timely warning of how vulnerable our
livelihoods are.

For businesses taking action, I see our clients drawing on our team’s expertise to understand the best
way to respond to the challenges, and identify viable opportunities to become a net zero business.

Technology will continue to play an ever increasing role in responding to the SDGs however technology
brings its own challenges especially around inclusivity and inequality; and our growing awareness of
our human need to connect with nature and the communities where we live and work will ensure
technology works for us, not the other way around.

Paul Adderley
Founder & Director

March 2020



OUR
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 

NEW WORK
Frameworks such as Business Gateway
Fife and Zero Waste Scotland
construction opened up new work and
new geographical areas

NEW TEAM MEMBERS
Beyond Green added new team members
to our ranks, including our first non-
delivery team member

MORE DIVERSIFICATION
We expanded into different projects such
as circular economy projects, ESOS and
the creation of our platform the Arena17



THE ARENA17
 

WHAT IS THE ARENA17?
In 2019 we started our ambitious Innovate UK project to create the Arena17 to
help SMEs contribute to the SDGs. Our vision is to equip accountants with
insights about a clients sustainability impacts and opportunities to improve
profitability.



THE ARENA17
 

COLLABORATION WITH
ACCOUNTANTS
System change at all scales requires
collaboration, and our partnership with
accountancy firm Chiene +Tait helped us
really test the ideas behind the Arena17, and
focus on delivering the greatest value.

FOCUSING THE ARENA17
Our market research shows that
accountancy firms are really just starting
their digital transformation roadmap by
improving the efficiency of the core
accounting services. With this in mind, our
focus is align the Arena17 with their
roadmap to help start conversations about
resource efficiency
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As Beyond Green
continues to grow

and be involved with
more complex

projects, we needed
to expand our team!

 
This year we were

delighted to
welcome two new

members to the
Beyond Green team

 

Hana Zayed

Sustainability Consultant

Hana first joined us as an
intern and transitioned
into a fully fledged
consultant 

Lisa Kaiffer

Communications Lead &
Operations Admin

Lisa has filled a much
needed role as our office
administrator where she
keeps us operating
smoothly



Our collaborations continued to grow in 2019 as we re-
engaged with former clients such as IOM and began working
with professional service firms such as Chiene+Tait and
Anderson Strathern. Our work with Ricardo expanded to deliver
circular economy work for Zero Waste Scotland. We
strengthened our partnership with Resource Futures as their
main delivery partner for a construction programme, and
continued our work with Resource Efficient Scotland. 

OUR COLLABORATIONS



SOME HIGHLIGHTS
OF OUR YEAR

INNOVATE UK

2019 was our first full year of Innovate
UK and with it came our first
collaborations with accountancy bodies
such as ICAS and Chiene+Tait, among
others.

ESOS COMPLIANCE

2019 saw Beyond Green complete three
successful projects under the
compliance scheme of ESOS (Energy
Savings Opportunity Scheme)

RESOURCE EFFICIENT
SCOTLAND

Another great year for the Resource
Efficient Scotland programme where
Beyond Green completed over 100
projects for businesses, with identified
savings of over £1.25 million.



THEATRES

£52,400 823MWh 178tCO2e

Cost
Savings

Energy
Savings

Emissions
Reduction

WHISKY DISTILLERIES

£187,000 5,005MWh 1000tCO2e

Cost
Savings

Energy
Savings

Emissions
ReductionThe Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme was

established in the UK in 2014 and requires
larger organisations to identify energy saving
measures. The deadline for the second ESOS
compliance period was December 2019. 
 
We helped several clients comply with their
ESOS obligations by conducting detailed
calculations of energy consumption and site
energy audits; this work has also provided a
solid basis for them to comply with the
Energy and Carbon Reporting Regulations in
2020. Our clients ranged from whisky
distilleries to theatre groups and law firms.

ESOS 2019

LEGAL FIRMS

£22,000 178,400kWh 45tCO2e

Cost
Savings

Energy
Savings

Emissions
Reduction



140 1.25
MILLION COST

SAVINGS
RESOURCE

EFFICIENCY
PROJECTS

2500
TONNES OF CO2

REDUCTION

OUR NUMBERS FOR 2019



RESOURCE EFFICIENT
SCOTLAND

What is it?

Resource Efficient Scotland provides
free support to Scottish SMEs. The
programme supports the
identification, quantification and
funding of opportunities that improve
the efficiency of resource use such as
energy.

Case Study

We supported a deli and cafe, operating in Edinburgh since
1934, with upgrading their refrigeration. The units were
around 40 years old and used a substantial amount of energy
to run, costing the business thousands each year. The audit
conducted, alongside quotes for new units obtained, allowed
the organisation to understand the costs and benefits of new
refrigeration, improving their efficiency and save money. We
identified annual cost savings of savings £4,411, energy
savings of 28,905kWh, and carbon savings of 7.4tCO2e.



MANAGING OUR KEY IMPACTS

Our second key environmental impact is
our use of equipment. Even as a small
business, we need computer and IT
equipment. Most of our equipment is
refurbished and purchased from local
suppliers in Edinburgh. We also purchase
recyclable paper for both our printing paper
and our notepads.

OUR EQUIPMENT
Our main environmental impact that we can control is our travel, to and
from work but also to our clients and project sites. We use our travel
hierarchy to determine how to get around Scotland. We prioritize active
travel (running, biking, etc), and the use of public transport! During rare
projects that require car travel, we use the Beyond Green membership to
the Enterprise City Car Club. This supports employee well-being and allows
us to use more inclusive hiring practices than other consultancies, since a
driving license is not a requirement to work for us.

OUR TRAVEL
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Since winning the VIBES Award, we continue to excel at
reducing the impact of our business travel, while
improving the wellbeing of our team.  In 2019, nearly
80% of the 29,000km we travelled was by a low carbon
option (train, bus, electric/hybrid car), and the carbon
impact almost halved from 129gCO2ekm to
60gCO2e/km. Despite travelling almost twice as far, we
reduced our total carbon emissions by 11% compared
to 2017, when we won the VIBES Award for sustainable
and active travel. Our results show that we can grow
our business (up 42% since 2017), without increasing
carbon emissions to the same extent; for every £1000
in turnover our emissions are 37% lower than in 2017. 
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Our location in the city centre of Edinburgh allows us
to use trains to travel to meetings and site visits,

significantly reducing our dependence on personal
transport.

Access to the city car club close to home has helped
us avoid personal car use as well as opened up

access to electric and hybrid cars.78% low carbon travel

2019 Travel statistics

29,000km
total distance travelled
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OUR PROGRESS TOWARDS
THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Since 2017, Beyond Green has focused on how
our impact fits in with the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). We have
now tracked our progress for the past year using
the B Impact Assessment SDG manager tool. The
key goals that Beyond Green have focused on in
the past two years - Goals 7, 12, and 13 - have
shown our greatest impact so far. Using this tool,
we aim to set our goals for 2020 based on our
lowest scores in the B Corp tool while maintaining
our current positive impact.

33%

45.9%

49.9%



GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR

These are the Sustainable Development Goals we would like to improve on
for next year. This will include, among others, creating formal policies

that capture our commitment to inclusion and fairness, and setting
ourselves targets for our SDG performance.



12 South Charlotte Street,
Edinburgh, EH2 4AXScotland,
UK

Address

lisakaiffer@beyond-green.com

Email address

www.beyond-green.com

Website

Contact Information


